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call of duty: united fronts is a single-
player mod that combines the campaigns

of the original call of duty and united
offensive expansion pack with community

created maps to form one large
continuous campaign. it adds several new

weapons and replaces almost all of the
original weapon models. the mod requires

the united offensive expansion pack in
order to play.content planned for future

updates:- 1939 invasion of poland
campaign- operation market garden

campaign- more custom maps- new and
improved weapons and vehicles the name

of this game does not correspond with
the original game. it is called call of duty:
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black ops iii. the last one was probably
not very popular because, for example,
many people prefer to play the game
series in the original game. this time,

they decided to change the name of the
game and try to attract players. you will

see that the game is similar to the
original call of duty. the game is not

comparable to its predecessors. you will
find only one new feature that is simple:

in multiplayer mode, you can chose
between two teams. you will find only one

important change: the game will be
presented in 3d.content planned for

future updates:- retaliation (third-person
shooter)- 3d- more single-player missions-
more multiplayer modes this is a free, full
version of call of duty: united offensive, a
game from the series of call of duty that,
for the first time, is available in mobile

version. it is similar to the original game,
but many of the weapons and game

mechanics have been changed. if you
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want to play the game, you need to open
the mobile version of the game in your
browser. then you will see a login page
that is needed to download the game. if
you are ready to play, you will see the
game. it is a type of multiplayer mode.
this time, you can choose two teams to

play with. this time, you will see a
completely different game mechanics.
you will have to control your character

and defend yourself from the enemy. you
can find single-player missions. the game
is developed by treyarch. you will have to

support your troops with weapons and
equipment. you will find different

equipment. the game is free. however, it
will require some data.
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